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Bankruptcy is a federal court process intended to help customers and businesses get rid of their
debts, or establish a plan to repay them under the protection of the bankruptcy court. Bankruptcy
law firms focus on cases that deal with bankruptcy lawsuits. These are lawsuits that arise when
people find themselves unable to clear debts. Bankruptcy laws provide protection to individuals and
organization from debt and help to build a financially stable future.

A serious matter like bankruptcy requires skilled and proficient lawyers who can provide the right
kind of legal representation that you deserve. A well experienced bankruptcy lawyer in Chicago will
make sure that the bankruptcy filing process flows smoothly, when you file for either chapter 7or
chapter 13 bankruptcy. For anybody who is in financial disarray, it is obvious that they need to look
for the right bankruptcy lawyer. However, it can be difficult to find a good bankruptcy lawyers in
Chicago and isnâ€™t necessarily an easy process.

Here are a few tips for hiring a proficient bankruptcy law firm:

	Qualification: Verify that your bankruptcy attorney has earned any degree or qualification specific to
their law practice.

	Past Experience and Workload: Get information regarding how long your attorney has been
practicing bankruptcy laws. Find out the number of cases solved by the attorney and their success
rate.

	Expense: When hiring a bankruptcy attorney, ask if they offer a free case consultation. This is a
common offer for attorneys and it allows you to assess them before hiring them.

	Visit the Office: It is recommended that you visit the bankruptcy lawyer in their own office to get a
feel for their practice functions. Also, you want to be sure you feel comfortable in the environment.

	Recommendations: You should also ask individuals close to you for recommendations, if they have
used attorney services for filing bankruptcy.

Chang & Carlin LLP is a leading bankruptcy law firm based in Chicago, IL helping clients with
various types of bankruptcy related cases. They have been involved in thousands of bankruptcy
matters, representing Chicago debtors. Their qualified attorneys provide the legal representation
you deserve in Chapter 13 or Chapter 7 bankruptcy, foreclosure services, and Chicago real estate
legal issues.

To know more about bankruptcy in Chicago, please visit www.changandcarlin.com
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David began his legal career in 2001, where his major focus was in residential real estate
transaction. In 2003, David moved on to representing clients in both Chapter 7 and Chapter 13
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bankruptcies. David advanced to a senior attorney position at one of the largest consumer
bankruptcy law firms in the nation and has counseled thousands of clients about their financial needs
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